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ABSTRACT 

A method for the economic optimization of 
hierarchi~al organized telphone networks with 
alternative routing and non-coincident busy 
hours is described. 

Th~ proposed ' method uses the gradient iter~ti
ve algorithm for the optimization process. It 
is shown in this paper that the computation of 
the gradient components can be done in a recur
rent way by aiways using the same basic equa
tion, which makes the procedure very suitable 
for a computerized calculation process. Al
though the procedure has not as yet been pro
grammed, the gradient algori thm has shown to 
be a powerful instrument for resolving similar 
networks optimization problems. 

It is·important to note that two parameters, _ 
mean and variance, are used to define the traf
fic. 
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1. THE PROBLEM 

The aim of this proposed method is the economi- 
cal optimization of telephone trunk networks 
with alternative routes, hierarchical structure 
and non-coincident busy hours. 

Before presenting the problem in a concrete 
way, the starting hypothesis and basic concepts 
referring to .it, will be defined. 

1.1. NETWORK DEFINITION. 

Fi)l:. I .- Three: • .eve! Itierarchinl N~t",urk . 

Fig. 1 depicts a network with alternative 
routes and a three level hierarchical structure 
in a conventional area. 

o represents a local exchange. 
D " a primary cent er. 
~ " a secondary center. 

The network trunks are all one-way. 

1.2. ROUTING DISCIPLINE. 
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Fi~. 2.- Hierarchical Network Structure. 

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of the 
hierarchical structure of the network in Fig. 1 
The dotted vertical lines separate the ex
change.s which are located in the same primary 
zone. The solid vertical lines separate the ex
changes which are located in the same secondary 
zone. 

Let us consider any two local exchanges, number 
3 and 13, for example. In Fig. 3a these two ex
changes have been r ,epresented with all their 
centers of superior order (primary and secon
dary) . 
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The drawing also shows the existing trunks in 
Fig. 1 between these two exchanges in the 
direction from 3 to 13, and their routing dis
cipline (or overflow law). 
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Fig. 3 .- Roulintl Discipline . . 

Fig. 3b depicts all possible routes and their 
routing discipline between the exchanges in 
Fig. 3a, assuming that there is no restriction 
on the number of successive overflows that 
the switching equipment of an exchange can per 
form. -

The network structure wi th its routing disci
pline, as seen in the above example, is the 
one we have considered because it is the most 
generally accepted. However, the proposed 
method is independent of the structure and 
serves for networks with different routing 
disciplines. 

1.3. TRAFFIC 

Traffic is defineq in the proposed method by 
two param~ters: mean and variance, for each 
considered hour. 

The problem of calculat i ng: 

- The overflow traffic in each hour of any 
route. 

- The numb~r of circuits in final routes for 
a given offered tra~fic, satisfying the grade 
of service required under the worst con~i
tions at any time, 

can be made by using classical procedures. 

1.4. NETWORK SERVICE QUALITY 

Two criteria are generally used to define the 
servic'e quality of a network • . They are . the 
"final trunk group blocking" and the "exchange 
to exchange blocking". 

Either of these criteria can b~ used in the 
proposed method. Any final route will be di
mensioned with a number of circuits to give a 
lost traffic,in its busy hour, that can be de
fined by either of the previous criteria. This 
will result in the route being overdimension
ed for the hours other than its b~sy hour. 

1.5. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

After defining the hierarchical structure of a 
network and the traffic matrices at con
sidered moments in time between exchanges of 
the lowest level of the network, the problem, 
therefore, is to determ.ine the minimum cost 
network that satisfies the required grade of 
service. 

The costs taken into account are those of the 
telephonic elements which come into play, 
transmission and switching. For the sake of 
simplicity, costs (switching and transmission) 
are defined in each route as lineal functions 
of the number of circuits. 
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2. STUDY OF TWO INTRODUCTORY CASES. 

2.1. GENERAL 

A study of two simple cases that will serve as 
introduction for the derivation of the proce
dure for the general case study (section 3) 
follows. The method will consist of the applica 
ti on of the gradient algorithm to solve the -
optimization problem. The main steps in the op
timization process will be: 

- Preliminary step. The network will be dimen
sioned in order to s~tisfy the traffic re
quirements, although it will not be the op
timum network. 

- Calculation of the gradient vector of the 
economic function with respect to all the in
dependem variables , i.e., the number of 'cir
cuits in each one of the high usage routes. 
The main part of this paper is dedicated to 
finding the gradient calculation ' procedu~e, 
because the efficiency of the gradient al
gorithm depends directly on the simplicity or • 
complexity of this calculation. 

- The gradient vector will indicate the mini
mization direction for the independent vari
ables of the problem. The distance to be 
moved in this direction will be determined 
by the Fibonacci algorithm. 

- The process continues with the calculation of ~ 
the gradient vector at the new point just 
obtained. The iterative procedure will con-
tinue until the minimum . economic function is 
reached. 

2.2. NETWORK WITH TWO ALTERNATIVES. 

~i(c. ~.- Nrtwork with Two Koulintl Altcmatinl. 

~ig. 4 ' depicts an elemental part of a two level 
hierarchical network with alternative routes 
in its easie~ form, that is, with · only two 
ch~ices for carrying the traffic between two 
lower level switching points (direct route and 
final route). 

The cost of this elemental part of the network 
can be expressed as: 

where c i is the unitary cost of~route i, and 

NZ" max [ Ni ) . and 
t 

N;s .. max [ N~) 
t 

The condition that the network satisfies the 
quality of service required on each of the fi
nal routes under the worst conditions is ex
pressed by these last two equations. 

The number of trunks N~ in final route 2 that 
satisfies the required grade of service at 
moment t can be written 

t t ~ t t · 
N'2 .. 'N z (MZ ' Vz • mlZ ) 

• 
• 



• 

• 
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where 

t t t t t t 
1\.12· m j. + m t V 2 • Y r + Y t 

t t 
M2 and Vz are the mean and variance of the of-
fered traffic to route 2. 

AV ana\og1us expression can be written for rout.a 
mr ,Y~.mr" Y,' define, the traffic offered by the 
"rest of the network" to routes III and 3 (mean 
and variance). Suppose this traffic is constan~ 
The problem is to det e rmine the number of 
trunks in route 1 that keeps to a minimum the 
total cost of the elemental part of the net
work. In order to solve the proble~,the gra
dient algorithm is suggested, as mentioned 
above. 

This iterative algorithm needs ,to know, in each 
iteration step, the components of the gradient 
of the objective function with respect to the 
independent variables (a more'detailed descrip
tion is given in Section 4). 

The component of the, ~radient vector of the 
network cost function, relative to NI' can be 
expressed as follows: 

where 

d Nz d t Cz -- I: Cz -- [max (Nz)] 
dN t liNt t 

and 

The calculation of these two terms can be made 
as follows: 

d 
CZ-

dNt 

t ~ t d M'zt* 
[molt(Nz)] a CZ"MAli[max (NZ)]'- + 

t 'aMZ t d:Nt • 

+ C2~.[maX(Nzt)]-!!:t1 
iVZ t d Nt 

t* being the moment for which N~ is maximum. 

t* being (not necessarily the same as the pre
vious one) the moment for which Ni is maximum. 

Let's define the fqllowing matrices: 

of which the elements are: 

'r~ = cl :; t [max eN b] 
I VI t 

That is, they are the derivatives of the cost 
of the fi.nal route i with respect to the mean 
and var~ance of the offered traff~c at the 
moment t. The elements of matr~ces eMl and 0VI 
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are nulL except the one corresponding to the 
moment t·, in which Nl is maximum. 

Another pair of matrices are defined ' as 

, . t 
9 lat 

1 
9 Y j 

Z z 

Go m J. 
9'!'J 

~y J. 
g ! J 

t t 
9 mJ 9 vJ 

of which the elements a're: 

t a~j 
gm J. """iN'J 

t 9ytj 
gy . • --

J a Nj 

that is, these elements are the derivatives of 
the mean and variance of the overflow traffic 
with ' respect to the number of c~rcuits of 
route j, th~ offered traffic to this route be-
ing constant. ' 

Now, equation (2.1) can be written 

dC 3 . 
-N • C, + r [0 M .• Ci.m + 0 Vi • av ] d, I.z ,t " 

(2.4) 

which is the expression of the gradient vector 
of the cost function relative to the number of 
circui ts in route 1. Once the gradient vector 
is known, the iterative ,minimizing algorithm, 
as explained in section 4, will be applied to 
obtain the optimum number of circuits in the 
direct route that will produce the minimum 
cost ' function. 

2.3. NETWORK WITH MORE THAN TWO ALTERNATIVES. 

Fit. '5.· Network with mo~ th ... Two Routu., Alt~m.tivu 

The problem faced here i~ analogous to the one 
studied in the previous section ~ith the dif
ference that now more than two alternatives 
exist to carry the traffic between exchanges I 
and J. ' 

Fig. 5 represents an elemental part of a two 
level network. Its cost can be expressed: 

Number of trunks in routes 1 and 2 are indepen
dent variables. 

The components of the gradient vector of fun'c
tion C (or of the cost function of the whole 
network) relative to NI and N2 can be written: 

~C 'I N3 9N4 ')N5 (2 .. 5) --a Ct + C3-- +C4--+CS--
9N, ~ Nt 1N, ,)N4 

~C .,N4 'aN5 (2.6) --I: Cz +C4--+C5--
~Nz 'aNZ ~Nz 
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The computation of the derivatives 
is made as follows: 

?NI 1 t 1 t t Ml t * 
-a-- [maxeNI )]a-t*[maxeNI )]- + 
1Nz 'aN z t -aMI t 'aN z 

1 t -av,t* 
+ -t .. [maxeNI )]--

, ~Vi t 1NZ 

where t* is the moment t for which Nit is 
maximum. 

Equation , (2.6), tak i ng into a~count the defi~ 
ni ti.:>n of matrices ()M,0v,(J.mand 6-v , equati l)ns 
(2.2) and (2.3), can be written. 

Let's now consider the computation of 
~N3 

The addend C3 w" analogously to the previous 
paragraph, can be written 

The 
more 

1N1 t 
C3 ~N~ = ~3 ,1N, [m~x( N3 )] = 0M3' c;.mt +0'13' ""Vt 

~Nj (. ) 
computatioIL of Cl = 'aNt I =4,5 is a little 
complex but it can be handled as follows: 

Cj gNI = Cj --L[max (N h 
aNt ~Nt ' t * * 
1 t ] ['aM"* 'aMi. 'aMl 'aV2

t
]. 

=CI ~[m~x (N,) 1Mt 'aNt 'aV2t'; 'aN t 
t* t* t* t* 

t) t 'aVI 'aM2 ~VI 'aVz] 
+CI ~V ,t*[ m~x (N, )J [ 'aM~" ~N, + 'avJ*' ~ • 

I t* t* t* t* 
• ., t*[1mz,~+1mz ,~]+ 

M I , 'aM 2
t* ? N t 'aVzt* 'aNt 

+ 'f t* [ aV2t*. 'jmtt* +' avzt* . 'a Vtt*] 
V I aM2t* aNt aVz t* aNt 

Let ' s define the marginal mean and vari~nce of 
, the overflow traffic with respect to the mean 
and variance of the offered traffic in route 

2: t _ am! It t = ~vzt 
o.mz-'aMi mZ ~Mzt 

t ~m2t t ?JVZ t 

'Ovz = -aVzt ~ V2: 'aVzt 
By substitution of this variable in the above 
equation: 

'aNI t* t* t* t*' t* t* t* t* t* t* 
Cj 1Nt='fMj[Tmz '9m t + Dvz '9v t ]+'fVI [~mz'9mt ·lv Z '9v, ] = 

t* t* 'f t* t* t* t* t* yt* t* 1 t* 
: ['tM1 ,l"m2· VI 'lmz19m,+['fMI'Yvz + Vj 'ivz '9 v, 

Equation (2.5) becomes , 

~ = Ct +~M '.m ·~V '(;.v • aNt 3 t , 3 t 

5 ri t* t* t* t* t* t* t* 'r t* i t* t*] t~4L['fMI'\'"mz+'fvl'im2] 9 m1 + ['fMI 'Dvz + VI' vz] '9 vt 

Note that t- is in general different for i=4 
and i=5. 

And now by defining 

we obtain 

It is int~resting to' see ' th~t1M!and 1V2t are 
derivatives of the cost of the network, N2 
ing constant, with respect ,to the mean and 

, variance of the offered traffic to route 2 
the moment t. 

the 
be-

at 

Equations (2.7) and (2.9) ' have the same form. 
In, these equations two kinds bf parameters are 
involved: parameters 0M and 0'1 , tha t are char
acteristic of the routes over which the con
sidered route directly 'overflows, and parame
ters (j.m and (il.v , that are characteristic 'of 
the considered route. The fact that both equa
ti9nshave the same form is very important from 
the point of view of computerizing the model. 

Parameters 0M and 0v are ' obtained i~ the high 
usage routes with the aid of equation (2.8), 
from the values of these parameters in the 
routes over which the considered route over
flows. 

3. GENERAL EQUATIONS. 

Let's now obtain the general form of the compo
nents of the gradient vector of the cost func
tion with respect to the number of circuits in 
any high usage route. 

In a network with hierarchical structure, let's 
consider any route, for instance, route 1 in 
Fig. 6 .. , 

c 

o 0' 

Fig. 6.· General Case Nctw~rk. 

Traffic offered to this route has as its desti
nation those exchanges whose higher order ex
change is B (exchanges D and D' in Fig. 6) • 

The component of the gradient vector relative 
to thePnumber of trunks in route I is ' 

where C is the cost of the network. It can be 
, expressed as follows: 

(2.8) 

ClNI being the cost of route 1 and C'the cost 
of the remaining network. Cost C'deperid,s on 

' Nl through the overflow traffic (mean and va-
riance)' at each moment t, (m t v t ). 

t, t 
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So, it can be written: , " 

'aC ~C' ~m11 ~C' ~Vtt 
--=c,+-- ._-+-- .--+ ..... 
~Nt ' ~~,' ~Nt ~Vt1 ~Nt 

1C' 1mtt 'aC' 'aVtt , +-- ._-+-_._- + ••••• 
1m,t ~N, 'av,t 'aN4 

'ac' 'aC' 
3m tand a;;t can be written as a function ·.of 

par'ameterJ' " 'Mlt and 't'Vit . co :t;:responding to rou tes 
2, ), )~, 4, 4~ that is, the routes to which 
the overflow or carried traffic of route 1 is 
offered as first choice: t 

'-a C' ~ t 1. t :M,J 'f. t MtD' 
--t= J'M + M • ---.:- + M" --
~ m, . 2 3 Mtt 3 M,t 

t t 
~ t Mm .., t M, D' 

-~M '---IM"--
4 Ml 4 M,t 

't t 
~ c' 'f t 'f t . V1D ~ ~vt . V'D' _ 
~v1t = VI + V3 v,t 3' v,t 

t t 
_ 'f.t . V'D _ ~t . V'D' 

t t V4 V1 t V4' t v,t 
where'M'D ,V'D and MtD' , V'D' represen't. the ad-' 
dends traffic mean and variance offered to 
route 1 and whose destinations are, respective
ly, D and D'. The preceding equatio.ns implici t- , 
ly assume that: 

t t 
t t M'D t t V'D 

miD = m1 M,t v'D = v1 'y;t 

t ~ m t -m t M10' v'D,t = v, t 1D' - 1 MtT V, t 

On the other hand, the terms 

and . ~h,t 
·aNt 

that appear in equation ()~2) are respectively 
9m! and 9J, ' as defined in equation (2.). 

Equation ().2) becomes: 
, t 

gC "t \b t MtD Ut t M1D' 
--·Ct+·····+( M + TM . -+ lM . ---

gN, I '5 M,t 3' M1t 

. t t 
\IJ t MtD ~ t MtD' t 

-I M4' -- - 1 M4"--)' gm, + 
Mt Mt 

+(f~ + 'f~ . v,to + 'f~ . VttD' _ VJ . V.to _ 
2 , 3 v,t I' v,t 4 v,t 

~ t v,to' t 
- V4" y;-) 9v, + ..... 

Let's now define the diagonal matrices UM and Uv 

Ml I'M1 0 ------------

o' I ~ o-----~ --
IMf 

o I " 
I " , UV,· UM,· 
I 
I 
I 

• I 

where index i extends to all destination ex
changes that receive traffic offered to the 
route under consideration. M It and Vlt are 
the mean and variance of the offered traffic to 
the route being considered whose destination 
is exchange i. lntroducing these matrices, the 
previous equation becomes: 

where index j extends, for each destination i, 
to all the routes to which the overflow traffic, 
or the traffic ~rried, of the route under con
sideration is offered as a fi~stchoice. Para
meter ,AL'J is . +1 or -1, ·depending . on whether 
route j receives traffic overflowed or carried 
by the considered route. 

Equation ().4) giVes the component of the gra
dient vector of the economic function with 
respect to any high usage route, as a ' function 
of parameters9SMJ and~VJ' corresponding to the 
routes ~o which the overflow or carried traffic 
by the route under consideration is offered as 
first choice. Computation of the elements of 
these matrices can be accomplished .for any high 
usage route as follows: 

'f t ~Cost 'aC' amjt 'aC' av it 
Mj • dMjt = amjt ' 'aM,t + 'av,t . ~Mlt 

'f t a Cost 'aC' 'am,t ~C' 'av,t 
V, = ?V,t = ~mlt' aVlt + ~Vlt' ~Vlt 

'aC' ac' 
The terms ~mlt and ~ have been calculated in 
equ~~~on ().). The general expression of 
parameters ~m,and ~v, corresponding to route 1 
can be expressed as follows, bearing in mind th~ 
two preceding equations: 

Th~s set of equations provides a recurrence 
procedure for the ~omputation of matrices ~M 
and ~V for any high usage route, when the value 
of these parameters is known in the routes over 
which the considered route overflows or offers 
its carried traffic. Thus, the recurrent method 
of calculation for these parameters would be to 
start computing the values of ~M and tJv in the 
final routes, according to equations (2.2b). 

Then, by using the above set of equations in a 
successive way, the computation of ~M and f/Jv 
in all the routes can be accomplished. Equation 
().4) gives the component of the gradient vector 
relative to the number of circuits in any high 
usage route, once values of ~M and f/Jv are known. 

4. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM. 

In the previous paragraphs the method of calcu-
1ating the gradient vector has been studied in 
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order to apply the iterative gradient algorithm 
for the optimization process. The algorithm is 
defined by the equation: 

--. 
N* = N - K. . Grad C 

where N is the vector whose components are the 
number of junctions in the high usage r6ute~ 
in ani iteration and N- is the resulting Vec
tor of the iterative step. K is a parameter that 
gives the extent of the iterative step and. 
needs to be adjusted in each iteration. Grad C' 
is the gradient vector that has been calculated 
in the previous paragraph. 

Nz 

NI N7 

Fig. 7.· Gradient Algorithm. 

Fig. 7 gives a geomet~ical representation of 
the algorithm when applied to a function of two 
variables. 

Thus, the optimization algorithm would consist 
of the following steps: 

1. Estimation of the number of circuits in all 
the routes of the network, and the offered 
and overflo.w traffic in each one of them, 
for every moment in time. 

2. Calculation of parameters r/JM and f/Jy ' in all 
the final routes, with the aid of equations 
(2. 2b) • 

3. Calculation of parameters ~M and f/Jy in the 
high usage routes by making a I1swe~pl1 of 
the network from the final to the direct 
routes, by using reiteratively equations 
(3.5). The components of the gradient vec
tor relative to the number of circuits' in 
each route will be made simultaneously with 
the aid of equation (3.q). 

q. By using equation (q.l) a new number of 
circuits in each high usage route will be 
obtained. The adjustment of parameter K can 
be made by using the .Fibonacci algorithm 
(Ref. '2). 

5. To see if the result obtained is the same as 
the previous one. If it is, a stationary 
point of the economic function has been 
reached, and the algorithm process is stop
ped. If different, goes to point 2. 

5. CONCLUSIONS. 

The method described is especially suitable for 
a computer treatment. The reason is that equa
tions defining the componerits ' of the gradient 
vector always have the same form, independent
ly of the route. So, the minimization process 
is completely repetitive. 

The method can be adopted to any routing dis
cipline. 
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6. NOTATIONS 

t t 
MI ,VI 

Cl 

Mean and Variance of the offered trafw 
fic to route i, at moment t. 

Mean and Variance of the overflow tra£ 
fic from route i, at moment t. 

Offered pure random traffic mean to 
route i, at moment t. 

Cost per trunk in route i. 

Number of trunks . in route i. 

Number of trunks in final route i, 
that satisfies the grade ~f service 
conditions at moment t. 

Lost traffic mean admitied on final 
route i. (It is a function of the 
grade of service required). 
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